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(54) COMMAND AUTHENTICATION RELATED TO THE CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

(57) A method for controlling an operation of an in-
dustrial machine that includes authenticating control
commands remotely issued by command issuers
through a network. The control commands each describe
a modifying action to the operation of the industrial ma-
chine. The method includes: providing a jump host as a
communication buffer between a unit controller of the
industrial machine and the network; maintaining within a
memory of the jump host whitelisted commands, the
whitelisted commands including a list of the approved

control commands; receiving, at the jump host, a first
control command via the network; determining, at the
jump host, whether the first control command is con-
tained within the whitelisted commands; in response to
an affirmative determination that the first control com-
mand is contained within the whitelisted commands,
deeming the first control command as being authenticat-
ed; and transmitting the first control command to the unit
controller of the industrial machine.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to systems and
methods for controlling industrial systems, machines, or
assets, and, more particularly, but not by way of limitation,
systems and methods for authenticating remotely issued
control commands for controlling such industrial sys-
tems, machines, or assets.
[0002] Industrial systems, such as power plants, man-
ufacturing plants, assets, and other machinery, are gen-
erally engineered to perform particular tasks as part of a
business enterprise or process. Such assets, for exam-
ple, may include, among other things, gas and steam
turbines that drive power plants, wind turbines that gen-
erate electricity on wind farms, various types of manu-
facturing equipment on production lines, aircraft and train
engines, and the drilling equipment used in mining oper-
ations. As will be appreciated, the efficient implementa-
tion of these assets is a complex design challenge, which,
to be successful, must anticipate both the physics of the
task at hand as well as the environment in which the
assets are expected to operate.
[0003] As part of this implementation, software and
hardware-based controllers have long been the preferred
solution for driving and controlling operation. With the
rise of inexpensive cloud computing, increasing sensor
capabilities and decreasing sensor costs, as well as the
proliferation of mobile technologies and networking ca-
pabilities, new possibilities have arisen to reshape how
industrial assets or machines are designed, operated,
managed, and controlled. Specifically, recent advances
in sensor technologies now enable the harvesting of new
types and vastly more operational data, while progress
in network speed and capacity allows essentially real-
time transmission of this data to distant locations. This
means, for example, that even for a geographical dis-
persed fleet of like industrial machines, the increased
amounts of data gathered at each remote site may be
efficiently brought together, analyzed, and employed in
ways aimed at improving both fleet and individual asset
performance. As a consequence of this evolving, data-
intensive, distributed environment, new opportunities
have arisen to enhance the value of industrial machines
through novel industrial-focused hardware and software
solutions.
[0004] Within this environment, industrial assets or
machines often are remotely located in relation to the
computerized controllers that perform optimization and
control algorithms intended to improve their perform-
ance. For example, remote monitoring and control of gas
turbines, especially industrial gas turbines, has become
increasingly common. Additionally, the distributed nature
of such systems and the many stakeholders involved in
operational decision making, typically means that control
commands affecting how such industrial machines are
deployed and operated may be derived remotely and

from various sources. For example, remotely dispersed
technicians, operators, owners, and other stakeholders-
as well as software analytics running on remote comput-
ing systems-may remotely analyze data related to the
operation of the asset and then prescribe corrective
steps, control actions, commands, or other operational
adjustments for improving the performance of the asset.
Real time responsiveness may be required for many of
these actions, which makes the efficient validation and
authentication of incoming control commands an impor-
tant consideration. Therefore, there exists an on-going
need for improved methods and systems for authenticat-
ing and authorizing commands being issued by remote
systems for the control of industrial assets and machines.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present application thus describes a com-
puter-implemented method for controlling an operation
of an industrial machine that includes authenticating con-
trol commands remotely issued by command issuers via
a network. The control commands each may describe a
modifying action to the operation of the industrial ma-
chine. The method may include the steps of: providing a
jump host as a communication buffer between a unit con-
troller of the industrial machine and the network; main-
taining within a memory of the jump host whitelisted com-
mands, the whitelisted commands representing a list of
the approved control commands; receiving, at the jump
host, a first control command via the network; determin-
ing, at the jump host, whether the first control command
is contained within the whitelisted commands; in re-
sponse to an affirmative determination that the first con-
trol command is contained within the whitelisted com-
mands, deeming the first control command as being au-
thenticated; and transmitting the authenticated first con-
trol command to the unit controller of the industrial ma-
chine.
[0006] The present application further describes a sys-
tem for controlling an operation of an industrial machine
that includes authenticating control commands remotely
issued by command issuers through a network, where
the control commands each describing a modifying ac-
tion to the operation of the industrial machine. The system
may include the industrial machine; a unit controller op-
erably connected to the industrial machine for the control
thereof; a jump host that is a communication buffer be-
tween the unit controller of the industrial machine and
the network; one or more hardware processors; and a
machine-readable storage medium on which is stored
instructions that cause the one or more hardware proc-
essors to execute a method. The method may include:
maintaining whitelisted commands within a memory of
the jump host, the whitelisted commands being a list of
the control commands that are approved; receiving, at
the jump host, a first control command via the network;
determining, at the jump host, whether the first control
command is contained within the whitelisted commands;
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in response to an affirmative determination that the first
control command is contained within the whitelisted com-
mands, deeming the first control command as being au-
thenticated; in response to being authenticated, trans-
mitting the first control command to the unit controller of
the industrial machine; receiving, at the unit controller,
the first control command; and using the unit controller
to implement the modifying action of the first control com-
mand in controlling the operation of the industrial ma-
chine.
[0007] These and other features of the present appli-
cation will become apparent upon review of the following
detailed description of the preferred embodiments when
taken in conjunction with the drawings and the appended
claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] These and other features of this invention will
be more completely understood and appreciated by care-
ful study of the following more detailed description of ex-
emplary embodiments of the invention taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of an exem-
plary plant having industrial machines, which include
a gas turbine, with a control system and cloud net-
work support in accordance with aspects and exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention or within
which such embodiments may be practiced;

Figure 2 schematically illustrates an authentication
system and method for the authentication of control
commands in accordance with an embodiment of
the present invention;

Figure 3 schematically illustrates an authentication
system and method for the authentication of control
commands in accordance with an alternative em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Figure 4 illustrates an authentication method for the
authentication of control commands in accordance
with an embodiment of the present invention; and

Figure 5 depicts a schematic diagram illustrating an
example computer system for performing any one
or more of the methods discussed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] By way of background, Figure 1 is a diagram of
an exemplary distributed computing system within an in-
dustrial environment in which aspects of the present in-
vention may be practiced. Such a network environment
may include industrial enterprises, such as the exemplary
plant 25 and related industrial machines 26, as well as
control systems and cloud network support in accord-

ance with aspects and embodiments of the present in-
vention or within which such aspects and embodiments
may be practiced.
[0010] Figure 1 schematically illustrates an exemplary
industrial asset or machine 26, which, as depicted, is a
generating unit or gas turbine engine 27. As should be
appreciated, such industrial machines 26 may be moni-
tored by a variety of sensors that collect and transmit
data to remote computer systems for analysis thereby,
as well as control and operational feedback. In general,
the gas turbine 27 operates by extracting energy from a
pressurized flow of hot gas produced by the combustion
of fuel in a stream of compressed air. The gas turbine 27
includes a compressor 28 that is coupled by a common
shaft to a downstream turbine section or turbine 29, with
a combustor 30 being positioned therebetween. In one
example of operation, the rotation of rotor blades within
the compressor 28 compresses a flow of air. In the com-
bustor 30, energy is released when the compressed air
is mixed with a fuel and ignited. The resulting flow of hot
gases from the combustor 30 is then directed over rotor
blades within the turbine 29, which induces the shaft to
rotate. In this way, the energy of the flow of working fluid
is transformed into the mechanical energy of the rotating
shaft, which then, for example, may be used to drive the
coils of a generator 35 to produce electricity.
[0011] Several industrial machines 26-which are de-
picted in Figure 1 as other generating units-may be ar-
ranged within the plant 25. As will be appreciated, the
plant 25 may include any number of subsystems, com-
ponents, or other assets. It should be understood that
Figure 1 is provided as an exemplary system by which
operational data may be gathered within any industrial
machine and used for the management thereof. The var-
ious industrial machines, thus, may be connected to com-
puter-implemented control systems and communication
networks for the control and optimization of performance
pursuant to analytics, processes, and other functionality
described herein. For example, within such control sys-
tems, gathered operational data may be provided elec-
tronically to computer-implemented analytics, data re-
positories, plant or unit controllers, cloud-based services,
and/or user input devices so to enable a variety of func-
tions, for example, deriving control setpoints related to
the operation of the generating unit, data storage/recall,
generating user interfaces, prompting/obtaining user in-
put, decision support for long-term and short-term oper-
ations, automated control responses, etc. As will be ap-
preciated, such control systems may send/receive elec-
tronic communications to/from each of the systems, sub-
systems, components, sensors, actuators, and/or other
equipment within the plant 25 and/or industrial machines
26, as well as manipulate control settings related thereto
in a manner consistent with the functionality described
herein.
[0012] The industrial machines 26, such as the gas
turbine 27, each may include a control system or control-
ler, which will be referred to herein as a unit controller
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39, that monitors and controls operation, thereby fulfilling
a variety of control requirements as well as protecting
against adverse or abnormal operating conditions. For
example, the unit controller 39 may perform many func-
tions for the gas turbine 27, including fuel, air and emis-
sions control, sequencing of turbine fuel for start-up, shut-
down and cool-down, synchronization and voltage
matching of the generator, monitoring of all gas turbine
control and auxiliary functions, and protection against un-
safe and adverse operating conditions, as well as other
functionality which may be described or implied herein.
As depicted, in cases where the industrial machine 26 is
part of a larger plant 25, the unit controller 39 may connect
to a plant controller 40 that controls the operation of the
plant 25.
[0013] The unit controller 39 and plant controller 40-
which also may be referenced herein collectively as "con-
trollers"-each may include a computer system having dig-
ital processors or processing resources or capabilities
as well as machine-readable storage medium, data stor-
age or memory capabilities. Alternatively, the unit con-
troller 39 and plant controller 40 may be combined into
a single controller having an integrated architecture. The
unit controller 39, plant controller 40, and the computer
system related to each may connect to user interface or
input devices 44. Such connections, as illustrated, may
be made either through internal or external networks. The
input devices 44 may be used to receive and send com-
munications from/to any of the personnel associated with
the operation of the plant 25 or industrial machine 26. It
should be understood that such input devices 44 may
include any conventional computer-implemented device
having a user interface, without limitation, including mo-
bile devices and other workstations whether locally or
remotely disposed relative to the location of the plant 25
or industrial machine 26. As also shown, the plant 25
may include several other industrial machines 26, each
of which may include a unit controller 39 that communi-
cates with the plant controller 40. The plant controller 40
may further connect to other plant controllers 40 associ-
ated with the operation of other plants 25, such that the
plants 25 may communicate, trade information, and be
controlled as a fleet of such plants.
[0014] As described in more detail below in relation to
Figure 5, the computer system of each of the controllers
39, 40 may each include one or more processors, mem-
ory, and other conventional computing componentry as
may be required given any of the functionality described
herein. The computer systems related to the controllers
39, 40 may include non-local aspects distributed through-
out the several other resources, nodes or devices depict-
ed throughout Figure 1. For example, these other nodes
may include, without limitation: a communication net-
work, cloud or cloud-based platform (or "cloud network
48" or, more generally, "cloud"); data repositories or other
informational resources (herein "data resources" or "data
resources 50"); the several input devices 44; and other
linked unit controllers, plant controllers, and industrial

machines, as may be included. Therefore, it should be
understood that the consolidated and localized depiction
of the controllers 39, 40 in Figure 1, as well as the com-
puter systems, processors, and memory resources re-
lated to each, is merely exemplary and not meant to limit
the manner in which any functionality described herein
is performed or executed, unless otherwise stated. Along
these lines, it should be further appreciated that refer-
ence to the unit controller 39, the plant controller 40, input
devices 44 and/or the computer systems associated with
each may include computing resources-such as process-
ing, storage, memory, data and communication devices-
which are distributed and accessible via internal or plant
level networks, as well as by the cloud network 48, as
would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art
given a distributed computing environment and the func-
tionality described herein, whether that functionality be
expressly stated or implied.
[0015] The gas turbine 27, as well as any of the other
generating units or industrial machines 26, may include
multiple sensors 56 that are configured to monitor par-
ticular operational aspects by detecting or measuring var-
ious conditions or parameters throughout the engine. For
example, the sensors 56 may include temperature sen-
sors, pressure sensors, velocity sensors, flame detector
sensors, valve position sensors, as well as any other con-
ventional sensor anticipated given the functionality de-
scribed herein. As used herein, the term "parameter" re-
fers to measurable physical properties of operation which
collectively may be used to define operating conditions
within a system. Such operating parameters may include,
without limitation, temperature, pressure, humidity, gas
flow characteristics, ambient conditions, fuel character-
istics, and other measurables, as may be described or
implied by any of the functionality described herein.
[0016] It will be appreciated that the gas turbine 27, as
well as any of the other generating units or industrial ma-
chines 26, also may include several actuators 57 by
which the control of it is achieved. For example, such
actuators 57 may include electro-mechanical devices
having variable setpoints or settings that allow for the
manipulation of certain process inputs-herein "manipu-
lated variables"-for the control of process outputs-herein
"controlled variables"-in accordance with a desired result
or mode of operation. The control of the manipulated var-
iables via the actuators 57 must take into account other
non-controllable variables-herein "disturbance varia-
bles"-which also affect the operation of the industrial ma-
chine 26. Thus, for example, the control commands,
when implemented by the controllers 39, 40, may cause
one or more actuators 57 within the gas turbine 27 to
adjust valves between a fuel supply and the combustor
30 to regulate flow level, fuel splits, or fuel type.
[0017] The computer systems of controllers 39, 40 ex-
ecute code or software programs or applications that is
configured to control the industrial machines 26 and/or
plant 25 pursuant to a desired mode of operation or to
maximize performance objectives. Such control may be
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responsive to operational data supplied by the sensors
56 as well as to instructions received from the input de-
vices 44, and such control may be implemented via ma-
nipulating one or more of the actuators 57. In furtherance
of this, the input devices 44 may be accessed and used
by plant managers, technicians, engineers, operators,
energy traders, owners, and/or other stakeholders, as
may be described or implied by any of the functionality
provided herein. The software executed by the computer
system may include scheduling algorithms for regulating
any of the systems or subsystems described herein. For
example, the software may include schedules and algo-
rithms that accommodate variations in ambient condi-
tions that affect emissions, combustor dynamics, firing
temperature limits at full and part-load operating condi-
tions, etc.
[0018] In general, the cloud network 48 includes an
external network that connects remote industrial ma-
chines or plants, as well as a component level network
(referred to in Figure 1 as an "internal network") to other
resources, such as other users, other industrial assets
49, and data resources 50. The connections made be-
tween the cloud network 48 and any of the other nodes
or devices of Figure 1 may be wired or wireless and/or
inclusive of any conventional communication systems or
devices. As will be appreciated, the cloud network 48
may be part of a larger communication system or net-
work, including the Internet and/or one or more private
computer networks, that has a distributed architecture.
In this manner, the controllers 39, 40 may receive infor-
mation, data, and instructions from and/or send informa-
tion, data, and instructions to data resources 50. Con-
nection to such data resources 50 may be made via the
cloud network 48 or, alternatively, one or more of the
data resources 50 may be stored locally and be accessed
outside of the cloud network 48 via a private or internal
network.
[0019] Keeping in mind the aspects described above
in relation to a distributed computing system and network
within an industrial environment, attention will now turn
to Figures 2 through 5 for the disclosure of exemplary
embodiments of the present invention. As will be seen,
these exemplary embodiments relate to the authentica-
tion of control actions or commands for controlling or
modifying the operation of one or more industrial assets
or machines.
[0020] With specific reference to Figure 2, an authen-
tication system 75 is schematically illustrated that relates
to the authentication of control commands (also "com-
mands") in accordance with embodiments of the present
invention. As illustrated, the authentication system 75 of
the present invention may include networked interactions
between several main participants or nodes that commu-
nicate across a distributed computing network, such as,
for example, the one presented above in relation to Figure
1. More specifically, the authentication system 75 may
include a cloud network 48, one or more command issu-
ers 77, a jump host 80, an operator 82 of the jump host

80, a unit controller 39, and an industrial asset or machine
26 (which, for example, is depicted as a gas turbine) that
is controlled by the unit controller 39.
[0021] As used herein, the jump host 80-which also
may be referred to as a "jump server" or "jump box"-
represents a secure administrative host or special-pur-
pose computer that provides a secure connection be-
tween a wide area network, such as the depicted cloud
network 48, and the unit controller 39 of the industrial
machine 26, which is maintained within local network that
resides within a separate, more controlled security zone.
Thus, as will be appreciated, the jump host 80 may be
configured as a hardened and monitored device that
spans two dissimilar security zones and, thereby, pro-
vides a controlled and secure means of access between
them. The jump host 80 may be placed between a secure
zone, such as a secure local area network or connection
by which it communicates with the unit controller 39, and
a less secure wide area network, such as the cloud net-
work 48 and/or the internet. Thereby, the jump host 80
may provide secure and transparent management of a
controller of an industrial machine. Further, the jump host
80 may act as a single audit point for traffic or commu-
nications to the unit controller 39, particularly those com-
munications that include control commands modifying
the operation of the industrial machine 26. As will be ap-
preciated, access to the jump host 80 may be tightly con-
trolled and monitored. For example, according to exem-
plary embodiments, only an approved and authenticated
operator 82 may be able to access to the jump host 80.
For example, the operator 82 may be required to log into
the jump host 80-for example, by verifying his/her iden-
tity-to gain access and make any configuration changes
to the jump host 80. All such changes may be recorded,
logged and stored at the jump host 80 for later audit.
[0022] According to the present invention, the com-
mand issuers 77 of the authentication system 75 are
broadly defined to include any party or computing device
approved for issuing control commands to the unit con-
troller 39 for the control of the industrial machine 26. Ac-
cording to exemplary embodiments, the command issuer
77 may be an analytic program operating on a computer
system that is remotely located in relation to the industrial
machine 26. In such cases, the analytic program may
receive information and data concerning the current op-
eration of the industrial machine 26 and then use that
data in an algorithm to enhance or optimize the operation
or performance of the industrial machine.
[0023] With reference to Figure 3, an alternative au-
thentication system 75 in accordance with the present
invention is provided that also may be used to authenti-
cate remotely issued control commands. As will be seen,
the authentication system 75 of Figure 3 includes a cloud
application 91 that differentiates it from the system intro-
duced in Figure 2. According to exemplary embodiments,
the cloud application 91 is a software application oper-
ated within the cloud, for example, within the depicted
cloud network 48. When present, the control commands
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may be routed through the cloud application 91. That is,
transmissions between command issuers 77 and the
jump host 80 may travel through the cloud application
91. As discussed more below in relation to Figure 4, the
cloud application 91 may be included within the authen-
tication system 75 to provide an additional layer of au-
thentication and security, for example, an initial screen
test may be performed within the cloud application 91
before control commands are transmitted to the jump
host 80.
[0024] With continued reference to the authentication
systems of Figures 2 and 3, a method of the present
invention will be disclosed in relation to the flow diagram
of Figure 4 to illustrate an exemplary mode of operation.
In general, it should be appreciated that methods of the
present invention relate to processes for controlling the
operation of industrial machines via authenticated control
commands that are issued remotely by one or more com-
mand issuers 77 over a network connection. As used
herein, such control commands are defined as those that
include a modifying action. Such modifying actions, as
used herein, are ones that results in a modification to the
control and operation of the industrial machine 26. While
the methods of the present invention may include more
or less steps-which may be arranged in alternative or-
ders-an exemplary method includes the following steps:
providing a jump host 80 as a communication buffer be-
tween a unit controller 39 of an industrial machine 26 and
a network, such as a wide area network or cloud network
48; maintaining within a memory of the jump host 80 a
list of approved control commands for the industrial ma-
chine 26 (which may be referred to herein simply as
"whitelisted commands"); receiving, at the jump host 80,
a control command via the network for authentication;
authenticating the control command by determining, at
the jump host 80, whether the control command is con-
tained within the whitelisted commands; in response to
an affirmative determination that the control command is
contained within the whitelisted commands, deeming the
control command as being authenticated; and, given this
determination, transmitting the authenticated control
command to the unit controller 39 of the industrial ma-
chine 26 for use thereby. As will be seen, alternative em-
bodiments of the present invention also include the steps
of receiving, at the unit controller 39, the authenticated
control command, and then, using the unit controller 39,
implementing the modifying action included within the
received authenticated control command to modify the
operation of the industrial machine 26.
[0025] As stated, the modifying action of the control
command results is one that results in or makes a change
to the current operation of the industrial machine 26. For
example, the modifying action may include or result in a
change to a setting of at least one actuator that controls
a manipulated variable relating to the operation of the
industrial machine 26. As another example, the modifying
action may be one that results in a change in value of a
manipulated variable associated with the current opera-

tion of the industrial machine 26. Or, the modifying action
of the control command may be one that results in a
change in value to a controlled variable associated with
the current operating mode or operation of the industrial
machine 26. According to an exemplary embodiment, it
should be appreciated that the industrial machine 26 may
be a power generating unit, such as, for example, a gas
turbine, a steam turbine, or a combine cycle power plant
having a gas and a steam turbine.
[0026] The present invention may further include one
or more steps by which certain aspects of the authenti-
cation system are initially setup or configured, as well
other steps by which those aspects may be later modified.
For example, exemplary embodiments of the present in-
vention may include the initial step of inputting the
whitelisted commands into the jump host 80. This step
may be accomplished by an operator 82 entering each
of the approved control commands of the whitelisted
commands into the memory of the jump host 80 via a
secure communication link that is established between
an operator device and the jump host 80. Establishing
the secure communication link may be done via any con-
ventional means for determining an identify of the person
making such inputs.
[0027] The types of approved control commands in-
cluded within the whitelisted commands may include any
that satisfy the any of the conditions described herein.
As used herein, such control commands may be broadly
defined as one that includes a modifying action that af-
fects the operation of the industrial machine 26. For ex-
ample, in regard to the type of control commands that
would be included for a generating unit, such as a gas
turbine, these may include: an output generating level; a
set point for a manipulated variable; a set point for a con-
trolled variable; a change in operating mode, such as
turndown or shutdown operation, as well as other similar
control commands. The whitelisted commands may be
chosen or derived from past control commands that were
successfully issued and implemented by the unit control-
ler 39 toward the operation of the industrial machine 26.
As should be understood, once the whitelisted com-
mands are initially inputted, the method of the present
invention may further include steps by which the whitelist-
ed commands are revised, where such revisions are de-
fined as altering at least one of the approved control com-
mands. Such revisions may be made by the operator 82
via a secure communication link with the jump host 80.
[0028] According to preferred embodiments, the
whitelisted commands-i.e., the list of approved control
commands-are organized and generated such that each
of the approved control commands included therein is
given a unique syntax string identifier. It is this unique
syntax string identifier that differentiates each of the in-
cluded control commands from each of the other control
commands within the whitelisted commands. Further,
methods of the present invention may include providing
or transmitting to the command issuers 77 the respective
unique syntax string identifiers of one or more of the con-
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trol commands within the whitelisted commands. As part
of the present invention, each of the command issuers
77 may be approved to use only a subset of the total
control commands within the whitelisted commands and,
thus, may be sent only those for which it is approved. As
should be understood, according to present invention, it
is this knowledge and/or proper usage of the unique syn-
tax string identifiers by the command issuers 77 enables
their usage while also preventing unauthorized parties
that have no such knowledge from doing the same. That
is, without having knowledge of the unique syntax string
identifier, a command issuer 77 is unable to successfully
send to the unit controller 39 the control command that
corresponds to it. As will also be seen, the knowledge
and proper usage of the cloud application 91 by the com-
mand issuers 77-including a network address of the cloud
application 91 that otherwise would remain hidden-rep-
resents another security provision that prevents unau-
thorized control commands from being sent to the unit
controller. Thus, the present method may further include
the step of transmitting information to the command is-
suers 77 that enables each to locate, access, and com-
municate with the cloud application 91. Further, the
present system may include a plurality of such cloud ap-
plications 91, with each of the command issuers 77
knowledgeable about only a subset of the total. In relation
to this, the present invention may further include trans-
mitting the unique syntax string identifiers of the whitelist-
ed commands to the one or more cloud applications 91
for storage in the memory thereof. As described below,
the one or more cloud applications 91 may then use those
received unique syntax string identifiers in a screening
test for initially approving the control commands received
from the command issuers 77 before those control com-
mands can be passed to the jump host 80.
[0029] Turning now with specificity to Figure 4, the
present invention includes a method 100 for approving
and authenticating control commands. The method 100
may commence at a step 102 where a control command
that is sent by a command issuer 77 is received at a cloud
application 91. As stated, the cloud application 91 may
be a software application running within a wide area net-
work, such as the cloud network 48, and, in accordance
with an exemplary embodiment, the control commands
may be routed through the cloud application 91 before
being transmitted to the jump host 80. It should be un-
derstood that the exemplary method 100 of Figure 4 is
described as including functionality (steps 102 through
107) that relates primarily to instances when the authen-
tication system includes the cloud application 91. It
should be appreciated that these steps are primarily ap-
plicable to the operation of the authentication system pro-
vided in Figure 3 because it is that system embodiment
that includes the cloud application 91. For system em-
bodiments of the present invention that do not include
the cloud application 91-such as the system embodiment
shown in Figure 2-it should be understood that the cor-
responding methods may skip the functionality provided

in steps 102 through 107 and, instead, would commence
at step 108 of Figure 4.
[0030] At a step 103, the method 100 of the present
invention includes performing an initial screening test
within the cloud application 91. Specifically, the control
command received by the cloud application 91 is sub-
jected to an initial screening test that is administered with-
in the cloud application 91. According to preferred em-
bodiments, this initial screening test includes determining
whether the received control command is one that is con-
tained within the whitelisted commands, i.e., the list of
approved control commands. The determination as to
whether the received control command is contained with-
in the whitelisted commands is achieved by comparing
the unique syntax string identifier of the received control
command against the unique syntax string identifiers of
each of the control commands within the whitelisted com-
mands. For example, this comparison is completed to
determine whether an exact match exists, which would
result in the received control command "passing" the in-
itial screening test. Thus, if it is affirmatively determined
that the received control command is contained within
the whitelisted commands, the received control com-
mand is deemed to have passed the initial screening test.
If, on the other hand, the comparison determines that an
exact match does not exist, the received control com-
mand is deemed to have failed the initial screening test.
As shown by step 104, when the initial screening test is
failed in this way, the cloud application 91 may function
to prevent the transmission of the received control com-
mand to the jump host 80. As indicated, at that point, the
method 100 may terminate by proceeding to "end", or,
alternatively, the method 100 could loop back to the be-
ginning step in anticipation of the next control command
being received.
[0031] When the initial screening test is passed, meth-
ods of the present invention could function so that the
cloud application 91 then immediately transmits the con-
trol command to the jump host 80. Alternatively, as shown
in the method 100 of Figure 4, the control command that
passed the initial screening test (or "passed control com-
mand") may be stored at the cloud application 91 for
eventually being transmitted to the jump host 80 upon
the occurrence of a triggering event. Specifically, the
passed control command may be stored in the memory
of the cloud application 91 for transmission to the jump
host 80 once a query is received from the jump host 80.
Thus, as indicated in step 106, the cloud application 91
may be configured to monitor or look for such a query
being sent to it from the jump host 80, where that query
asks whether the cloud application 91 has stored any
passed control commands that have not previously been
transmitted to the jump host 80. The jump host 80 may
be configured to periodically send such queries to the
cloud application 91, which, for example, ask whether
the cloud application 91 has stored any control com-
mands that have both passed the initially screening test,
but not already been transmitted to the jump host 80
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(such as, for example, in response to a previous such
query sent from the jump host 80). As indicated in step
107, in response to such queries from the jump host 80,
the cloud application 91 may transmit any such control
commands that satisfy the above qualifications.
[0032] At step 108, the control command, which was
transmitted from the cloud application 91, is received at
the jump host 80. Once received, at step 109, the control
command may then be authenticated by the jump host
80. According to exemplary embodiments, this authenti-
cation includes determining, at the jump host 80, whether
the control command is contained within the whitelisted
commands. Specifically, the test for authentication may
include again determining whether the received control
command is contained within the whitelisted commands,
i.e., the list of approved control commands. As with the
initial screening test, the step of determining whether the
received control command is contained within the
whitelisted commands may include comparing the
unique syntax string identifier of the received control
command against the respective unique syntax string
identifiers of the control commands that make up the
whitelisted commands. This may be done to determine
whether an exact match exists. In response to an affirm-
ative determination that the unique syntax string identifier
of the received control command is contained within the
whitelisted commands, the received control command
may then be deemed as authenticated at the jump host
80. As a result of that authentication, as indicated by step
111, the authenticated control command is then trans-
mitted to the unit controller 39.
[0033] If, on the other hand, the test for authentication
results in a negative determination-i.e., that the unique
syntax string identifier of the received control command
was not found to be contained within the whitelisted com-
mands-the jump host 80 may then deem the control com-
mand as being unauthenticated. In this case, as indicated
by step 110, the method 100 may then prevent the re-
ceived control commands from being transmitted to or
used by the unit controller 39 of the industrial machine
26. For auditing purposes, the method 100 may further
include the step of logging, within the memory of the jump
host 80, a record of each of the authenticated and unau-
thenticated control commands. In response to a query
sent from the operator 82 via a secure communication
link, the jump host 80 may transmit to the operator 82
any of records pertaining to authenticated and unauthen-
ticated commands.
[0034] Once the control command has been transmit-
ted to the controller 39, the method 100 may further in-
clude a step 112 where it is verified to be within the op-
erability limits of the industrial machine 26. More specif-
ically, the control command (and/or the modifying action
included with the control command) may be verified as
being one that is achievable while also observing or main-
taining the operability limits associated with the industrial
machine 26. If this is found to not possible and the control
command, thus, fails this test, at step 113, the method

100 may include preventing the control command from
being used by the unit controller 39. On the other hand,
if the control command is found to be achievable while
still maintaining all operability limits of the industrial ma-
chine and, thus, passes this test, at step 114, the method
100 may include allowing the operation of the industrial
machine 26 to be controlled and/or modified pursuant to
the control command via the unit controller 39.
[0035] Figure 5 depicts a schematic diagram illustrat-
ing an example computer system 115 for performing any
one or more of the methods discussed herein, in accord-
ance with various embodiments of the present invention.
More specifically, elements of the computer system 115
may be used to implement aspects of the command au-
thentication systems and methods described above, in-
cluding those associated with the functionality of any of
the various participant nodes, including, without limita-
tion, those of the command issuer 77, the cloud network
48, the cloud application 91, the jump host 80, the device
of the operator 82, and/or the unit controller 39.
[0036] The computer system 115 may include a mem-
ory 116 that stores programmed logic 120 (e.g., software)
and data 130. The memory 116 also may include an op-
erating system 140. A processor 150 may utilize the op-
erating system 140 to execute the programmed logic 120,
and in doing so, may also utilize the data 130. A data bus
160 may provide communication between the memory
116 and the processor 150. Users may interface with the
computer system 115 via at least one user interface de-
vice 170, such as a keyboard, mouse, touchscreen, ges-
ture control device, wearable computer, control panel, or
any other device capable of communicating data to and
from the computer system 115. The computer system
115 may be in communication with customer equipment
and its associated devices online, including sensors or
data recorded from such sensors, while operating, as
well as in communication with the customer equipment
and its associated devices offline while not operating, via
an input/output (I/O) interface 180. More specifically, the
computer system 115 may carry out the execution of
model-based instructions for, but not limited to, providing
command signals to certain devices of the customer
equipment and/or its associated devices, as provided
herein. The computer system 115 and the programmed
logic 120 implemented thereby may include software,
hardware, firmware, or any combination thereof. It should
also be appreciated that multiple controllers or proces-
sors may be used in the computer system 115, whereby
different features described herein may be executed on
one or more different controllers or processors.
[0037] Accordingly, embodiments described herein fa-
cilitate systems and methods for authenticating control
commands. References are made to block diagrams of
systems, methods, apparatuses, and computer program
products according to example embodiments. It will be
understood that at least some of the blocks of the block
diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the block dia-
grams, respectively, may be implemented at least par-
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tially by computer program instructions. These computer
program instructions may be loaded onto a general pur-
pose computer, special purpose computer, special pur-
pose hardware-based computer, or other programmable
data processing apparatus to produce a machine, such
that the instructions, which execute on the computer or
other programmable data processing apparatus, create
means for implementing the functionality of at least some
of the blocks of the block diagrams, or combinations of
blocks in the block diagrams discussed. The computer
program instructions mentioned herein may also be
stored in a computer-readable memory that can direct a
computer or other programmable data processing appa-
ratus to function in a particular manner, such that the
instructions stored in the computer-readable memory
produce an article of manufacture including instruction
means that implement the function specified in the block
or blocks. The computer program instructions may also
be loaded onto a computer or other programmable data
processing apparatus to cause a series of operational
steps to be performed on the computer or other program-
mable apparatus to produce a computer implemented
process, such that the instructions that execute on the
computer or other programmable apparatus provide
steps for implementing the functions specified in the
block or blocks. One or more components of the systems
and one or more elements of the methods described
herein may be implemented through an application pro-
gram running on an operating system of a computer.
They also may be practiced with other computer system
configurations, including hand-held devices, multiproc-
essor systems, microprocessor based or programmable
consumer electronics, mini-computers, mainframe com-
puters, and so forth.
[0038] As one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate,
the many varying features and configurations described
above in relation to the several exemplary embodiments
may be further selectively applied to form the other pos-
sible embodiments of the present invention. For the sake
of brevity and taking into account the abilities of one of
ordinary skill in the art, all the possible iterations is not
provided or discussed in detail, though all combinations
and possible embodiments embraced by the several
claims below or otherwise are intended to be part of the
present application. In addition, from the above descrip-
tion of several exemplary embodiments of the invention,
those skilled in the art will perceive improvements,
changes and modifications. Such improvements, chang-
es and modifications within the skill of the art are also
intended to be covered by the appended claims. Further,
it should be apparent that the foregoing relates only to
the described embodiments of the present application
and that numerous changes and modifications may be
made herein without departing from the spirit and scope
of the application as defined by the following claims and
the equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for controlling an
operation of an industrial machine that includes au-
thenticating control commands remotely issued by
command issuers through a network, the control
commands each describing a modifying action that
modifies the operation of the industrial machine, the
method comprising the steps of:

providing a jump host as a communication buffer
between a unit controller of the industrial ma-
chine and the network;
maintaining whitelisted commands within a
memory of the jump host, the whitelisted com-
mands comprising a list of the control com-
mands that are approved;
receiving, at the jump host, a first one of the con-
trol commands (hereafter "first control com-
mand") via the network;
determining, at the jump host, whether the first
control command is contained within the
whitelisted commands;
in response to an affirmative determination that
the first control command is contained within the
whitelisted commands, deeming the first control
command as being authenticated; and
in response to being deemed authenticated,
transmitting the first control command to the unit
controller of the industrial machine.

2. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

receiving, at the unit controller, the first control
command; and
using the unit controller to implement the mod-
ifying action of the first control command in con-
trolling the operation of the industrial machine.

3. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 2, further comprising the step of inputting the
whitelisted commands into the jump host;
wherein the step of inputting the whitelisted com-
mands comprises entering each of the control com-
mands within the whitelisted commands into the
memory of the jump host via a secure communica-
tion link between an operator device and the jump
host; and wherein the modifying action includes an
action resulting in a change to a setting of at least
one actuator that controls a manipulated variable re-
lating to the operation of the industrial machine.

4. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 3, further comprising the step of revising the
whitelisted commands;
wherein the step of revising the whitelisted com-
mands comprises making at least one revision to the
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control commands of the whitelisted commands via
the secure communication link between the operator
device and the jump host; and
wherein the secure communication link comprises
confirming an identity of a human operator operating
the operator device.

5. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 2, wherein the control commands of the
whitelisted commands each comprises a unique
syntax string identifier that differentiates the control
commands of the whitelisted commands from each
other; and
wherein the modifying action of the first control com-
mand comprises an action resulting in a change in
value of at least one of:

a manipulated variable associated with the op-
eration of the industrial machine; and
a controlled variable associated with the opera-
tion of the industrial machine.

6. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 5, wherein the step of determining whether the
first control command is contained within the
whitelisted commands comprises:

determining a unique syntax string identifier for
the first control command; and
comparing the unique syntax string identifier of
the first control command against the unique
syntax string identifiers of the control commands
within the whitelisted commands and, there-
from, determining whether the unique syntax
string identifier of the first control command ex-
actly matches any of the unique syntax string
identifiers of the control commands within the
whitelisted commands;

wherein the network comprises a wide area network.

7. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 5, further comprising the steps of:

receiving, at the jump host, a second one of the
control commands (hereafter "second control
command") via the network;
determining, at the jump host, whether the sec-
ond control command is contained within the
whitelisted commands;
in response to a negative determination that the
second control command is not contained within
the whitelisted commands, deeming the second
control command as being unauthenticated; and
in response to being deemed unauthenticated,
preventing the second control command from
being transmitted to the unit controller of the in-
dustrial machine.

8. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 7, further comprising the steps of:

logging within the memory of the jump host a
record of the authenticated first control com-
mand and a record of the unauthenticated sec-
ond control command; and
in response to a query sent from the operator
device via a secure communication link, trans-
mitting to the operator device via the secure
communication link the record of the authenti-
cated first control command and the record of
the unauthenticated second control command.

9. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 6, further comprising the step of transmitting
the respective unique syntax string identifiers corre-
sponding to one or more of the control commands
of the whitelisted commands to the command issuer.

10. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 6, wherein the control commands within the
whitelisted commands are based on past control
commands issued to the unit controller of the indus-
trial machine;
wherein the industrial machine comprises at least
one of: a gas turbine; a steam turbine; and a combine
cycle power plant having a gas turbine and a steam
turbine; and
wherein the first control command comprises at least
one of: an output generating level; a set point for a
manipulated variable; a set point for a controlled var-
iable; and a change to at least one of a turndown
mode and a shutdown mode of operation.

11. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 6, wherein the command issuer comprises an
analytic program operating on a computer system
that is remotely located in relation to the industrial
machine, the analytic program comprising an algo-
rithm for enhancing a performance of the operation
of the industrial machine.

12. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 6, further comprising the steps of:

providing a cloud application through which the
control commands are routed in transit between
the command issuer and the jump host, the
cloud application being accessible via the net-
work;
receiving at the cloud application the first control
command issued by the command issuer;
storing the first control command within a mem-
ory of the cloud application;
periodically sending a query from the jump host
to the cloud application regarding whether the
cloud application has a stored one of the control
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commands that has not already been transmit-
ted to the jump host; and
in response to the query from the jump host,
transmitting the first control command from the
cloud application to the jump host.

13. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 12, further comprising the steps of:

storing within a memory of the cloud application
the whitelisted commands;
subjecting the first control command to an initial
screening test at the cloud application; and
storing, at the cloud application, the first control
command for transmission to the jump host only
if the first control command passes the initial
screening test;
wherein the initial screening test comprises:

determining whether the first control com-
mand is contained within the whitelisted
commands; and
in response to an affirmative determination
that the first control command is contained
within the whitelisted commands, deeming
the first control command as having passed
the initial screening test.

14. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 13, further comprising the step of transmitting
information to the command issuer that enables the
command issuer to access the cloud application.

15. A system for controlling an operation of an industrial
machine that includes authenticating control com-
mands remotely issued by command issuers
through a network, the control commands each de-
scribing a modifying action that modifies the opera-
tion of the industrial machine, the system comprising:

the industrial machine;
a unit controller operably connected to the in-
dustrial machine for the control thereof;
a jump host that comprises a communication
buffer between the unit controller and the net-
work;
one or more hardware processors; and
a machine-readable storage medium on which
is stored instructions that cause the one or more
hardware processors to execute a method that
includes:

maintaining whitelisted commands within a
memory of the jump host, the whitelisted
commands comprising a list of the control
commands that are approved;
receiving, at the jump host, a first one of the
control commands (hereafter "first control

command") via the network;
determining, at the jump host, whether the
first control command is contained within
the whitelisted commands;
in response to an affirmative determination
that the first control command is contained
within the whitelisted commands, deeming
the first control command as being authen-
ticated;
in response to being deemed authenticated,
transmitting the first control command to the
unit controller of the industrial machine;
receiving, at the unit controller, the first con-
trol command; and
using the unit controller to implement the
modifying action of the first control com-
mand in controlling the operation of the in-
dustrial machine.

16. The system according to claim 15, wherein the mod-
ifying action of the first control command comprises
an action resulting in a change in value of at least
one of:

a manipulated variable associated with the op-
eration of the industrial machine; and
a controlled variable associated with the opera-
tion of the industrial machine.

17. The system according to claim 15, wherein the con-
trol commands of the whitelisted commands each
comprises a unique syntax string identifier that dif-
ferentiates the control commands of the whitelisted
commands from each other; and
wherein the network comprises a wide area network.

18. The system according to claim 17, wherein the step
of determining whether the first control command is
contained within the whitelisted commands compris-
es:

determining a unique syntax string identifier for
the first control command; and
comparing the unique syntax string identifier of
the first control command against the unique
syntax string identifiers of the control commands
within the whitelisted commands and, there-
from, determining whether the unique syntax
string identifier of the first control command ex-
actly matches any of the unique syntax string
identifiers of the control commands within the
whitelisted commands.

19. The system according to claim 17, further comprising
a cloud application accessible via the network;
wherein the method further comprises:

receiving at the cloud application the first control
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command issued by the command issuer;
storing the first control command within a mem-
ory of the cloud application;
periodically sending a query from the jump host
to the cloud application regarding whether the
cloud application has a stored one of the control
commands that has not already been transmit-
ted to the jump host; and
in response to the query from the jump host,
transmitting the first control command from the
cloud application to the jump host.

20. The system according to claim 19, wherein the meth-
od further comprising the steps of:

storing within a memory of the cloud application
the whitelisted commands;
subjecting the first control command to an initial
screening test at the cloud application; and
storing, at the cloud application, the first control
command for transmission to the jump host only
if the first control command passes the initial
screening test;

wherein the initial screening test comprises:

determining whether the first control command
is contained within the whitelisted commands;
and
in response to an affirmative determination that
the first control command is contained within the
whitelisted commands, deeming the first control
command as having passed the initial screening
test.
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